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Disclaimer
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This work was prepared by Reliance's Israeli affiliate. This work does not constitute a complete analysis of all the information related to any 
specific company, directly or indirectly. This work has been prepared based only on public information. Reliance is assuming that this information 
is reliable, and therefore does constitute an approval of the correctness, accuracy or wholeness of it. Reliance did not conduct independent 
reviews or verifications of the correctness of the information received and did not perform any due-diligence tests on such information. If the

information and data they relied on are incomplete, accurate or reliable, the results of this work may vary. We reserve the right to return and

update the work in light of new data were not presented to us. The information is based in part on existing knowledge as of the date of the work.

Different expectations and assumptions relating to the Company and many external factors, including the state of the market in which the

Company operates, the situation in the capital markets and the economy as a whole. It should be emphasized that there is no certainty and

these expectations will be realized fully or partially. For the avoidance of doubt, this work is valid only at the date of signature.

In no event shall Reliance bear any liability for any loss, damage, cost or expense caused in any manner by misrepresentation, deception, fraud, 
providing false or incomplete information or withholding information on the part of the Company and / or its representatives. Reliance shall bear no 
liability for any loss, damage, cost or expense of any kind, including direct and indirect damages, incurred by those who relied on this work, in
whole or in part.
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In a nutshell…



A new debt instrument 

The service we offer allows real estate developers to receive an accurate indication of feasibility at no cost or commitment

The debt instrument allows the real estate developer to issue debt against residual cash flow from several portfoliosBalance Sheet Financing

Non-secured corporate debt is the market norm, structurally inferior to the existing bank debts on the LLC levelNon-Secured Debt

This debt can replace equity partners, mezzanine finance or serve as equity in new assets, at an all-in cost of 
approximately 5-8% (depending on the credit rating) 

Equity / Mezz. Alternative

This debt instrument has already been used by many US real estate companies over the past few years, and the trend 
is continually growing in both number and volume

Well Established Mechanism



A generic example of the legal structure 
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LLC LLC LLC

Pre-Issuance Post-Issuance

LLC LLC LLC
New 

Projects
New 
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loan

Israeli bond 
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Bank 
loan

Bank 
loan

Bank 
loan

Bank 
loan

Bank 
loan

Bank 
loan

Enables raising debt at equity level, 
lowers risk attributed to single-asset 
loans, resulting in lower interest



The typical issuer

Income producing real estate, and 
up to 20% development projects

Steady financial growth over time 
and ability to sustain downturns 

Control of properties and 
significant holding percentages

Local credit rating ≥ A:
Equity > $100M
LTV < 60%
Debt / EBITDA < 15
EBITDA / Interest > 1.5

Well-known prime locations and 
developed markets

Proven track record of 
experienced and conservative 

professionals



Services and Methodology



 We represent a leading Israeli investment banking firm, specializing solely in corporate finance

 Reliance consists of an interdisciplinary expert team of lawyers, accountants and economists, led by our Israeli counterparts

 Among our major clients are leading companies in the Israeli economy, such as the Moinian Group (issued the largest bond in Israel of all

US real estate companies to date), Amcor/Ampa (Jordache Group), Paz Oil, Elco Group, Gazit Group, Africa Israel Group and more

 Our main services includes consulting for raising public and private debt, IPOs and other complex financial processes such as refinancing

and restructuring, and credit rating

 Our methodology and approach are based on:

• Extensive experience accumulated over many years

• In-depth analytical abilities

• Long-term relationships with the local capital market and close contacts with potential financing sources in Israel

• Excellent know-how of the two local rating agencies and a deep understanding of their rating methodologies

• Wide view of the market which includes banks, institutional funds and public market venues

• Sustainable financial options (as opposed to just available financial options)

• Non-biased connections with underwriters and distributors

• Extensive co-work experience in international markets with relevant investment banks



Recent Transactions

Moinian Group

1,400,000,000NIS

Bond IPO

Africa Israel

545,000,000NIS

Capital market advisory

Carasso Motors

325,000,000NIS

Bond IPO

Paz Oil

835,000,000NIS

Capital market advisory

Israel Aerospace Industries

Undisclosed

M&A advisory

Isrotel

Undisclosed

Credit rating advisory

Amcor (Jordache Group)

170,000,000NIS

Institutional bond IPO

Huawei

Undisclosed

Private investment

Eldan

450,000,000NIS

Bond IPO

Golf & Co.

Undisclosed

Bank loan

Perion

140,000,000NIS

Bond IPO

Gaon Holdings

NIS 89,000,000

Debt restructuring

Elco

600,000,000NIS

Syndicated loan

Tadiran

102,000,000NIS

Bond issuance, M&A

Extra Holding

NIS 1,200,000,000

Corporate takeover



The Israeli Capital Market



The Israeli capital market
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 Israel’s capital market has developed and grown significantly over the last decade due to regulatory and structural changes

 In addition, due to risk management and liquidity considerations, in recent years Israeli domestic investors have considerably
increased their exposure to foreign markets in general, and specifically to the US market with strong bias to real estate

 Today, the Israeli capital market is dominated mainly by institutional investors and fiduciary funds with the public increasing its

participation, especially in the debt market

 Encouraged by historically low interest rates during the last three years, the Israeli capital market has experienced a surge of public bond

issuances (During 2015 public debt issuances amounted to NIS 27B, as of November) which has sent the institutional investors in search

of alternative investments, which will yield them higher returns
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1,537 1,581 
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Total assets managed by Israeli institutional investors 
(NIS in billions)

Source: Bank of Israel, statistics

* As of October 2015
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The local rating scale arbitrage phenomena
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 One of the Israeli market distortions is the local rating scale

 Due to S&P methodology, the local scale views global A ratings as a local AAA rating (due to Israel’s sovereign rating). The entire scale is

adjusted accordingly: global BBB is Local AA and global BB is local A. The pricing in the market does not reflect the difference, thus

creating a pricing arbitrage

 Moody’s approach is not as rigid but the local scale of Midroog (Moody’s Israeli subsidiary) is mainly based on the local ranking of the

rated local companies with usually no international benchmarking

 The competition between the local rating agencies in Israel is fierce and is apparent especially in their willingness to commit to strict

timetables

S&P Local Israeli scaleS&P Global scale

ilAAABBB and higher

ilAABB or BBB

ilAB or BB

ilBBBB

Midroog Local Israeli scaleMoody’s Global scale

AaaA2

AaBa1 to A3

AB1 to Ba2

BaaCaa1 to B2
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The opportunity for foreign issuers in Israel 
Two complementary factors creating for foreign companies a very unique and profitable opportunity in the Israeli capital market:

(1) Massive capital flow into both institutional and mutual funds, enhanced by historically low interest rate environment -

requires the local investors to look intensively after alternative investments, which will yield them higher returns

(2) A rating arbitrage resulting from the local market comparative benchmark used by Israeli rating agencies (a market

which characterized by small - medium companies), which allow medium international companies to benefit from high ratings

Macroeconomic conditions
and historically low interest 

rate environment

Massive capital flow into both institutional and mutual funds, 
resulting in high liquidity

Local investors are seeking intensively after alternative investments, 
which will yield them higher returns

Regulations imposed and 
significant reforms made in 

the Israeli capital market

Rating arbitrage between the Israeli and 
international markets

International companies benefits from high ratings

A unique opportunity for foreign issuers to reduce significantly their financing costs and 
enhance financial flexibility by raising an unsecured, relatively cheap debt 



The Debt Instrument 



Typical debt structure

Issuance Size

$50-200 million

All in Cost

Approximately 5-8%

depending on credit rating 
(including swap and fees)

Security

Negative Pledge

commitment not to pledge 
shares in BVI pass-through 

entity 

Local Rating

A Group

(BB on international scale)

Sale / Purchase Restrictions

None

the issuer is an active 
platform monitored by the 

rating agency

Legal Term Duration

8-12 years 4-6 years



Key considerations for the rating

Type of Assets

Stable income producing portfolio drives 
a higher credit rating:

Residential or retail & office properties 
are rated higher than hotels;

Regulated / HUD properties are rated 
higher than non-regulated properties

Property Locations

Primary markets such as New York are 
generally rated higher, however, quality 

assets in non-primary markets with 
supportive history and track-records are 
not adversely affected due to location

Control of properties and 
significant holding percentages

Control of day to day management and 
strategic decision making, as opposed to 
minority holdings or theoretical promote 

mechanisms drives higher rating

Portfolio Diversification
portfolio in terms of

A large, diversified portfolio drives a 
higher rating, however a single 

“landmark” asset may be ratable if it is 
internally diversified (number of tenants 

etc.), with strong track record

Operational and Financial
Track Record

Long-term ownership of assets and a 
long-term holding strategy, high 

occupancies over time and stable rent & 
NOI support high ratings

Financial Profile

High equity, low LTV, senior debt with 
convenient terms (long-term fixed 

interest rates, low amortization etc.) and 
strong & stable cash flows are key 

considerations for high ratings



Subsequent Bond Issuances



Subsequent bond issuances

 The opportunity presented in the Israeli bond instrument is not a “one-time” opportunity, but rather a foot in the door of a long-term financing

solution

 Following the initial bond issuance, subsequent issuances are even more accessible and attractive:

 Shorter issuance time: 1-4 weeks, as opposed to the initial 5 month process

 Lower interest rates: due to the market’s familiarity and past experience with the company

 The initial bond’s amortization schedule is not expected to be paid in full by the company’s cash flow, and re-finances via future issuances

are expected

 Additional offerings will enable continuous development and growth of the portfolio, while maintaining a stable leverage ratio over time

 The following slides present an example of a US real estate company (The Leser Group Ltd.) who has successfully completed seven bond

issuances in Israel over the last seven years



Subsequent bond issuances
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Seven issuances by the Leser Group in a period of seven years, has enabled continuous portfolio growth, while

maintaining a stable leverage range over time



Frequent Asked Questions



Q&A
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 Q: What is the potential interest saving?

 A: Assuming Mezzanine interest of ~12% comparing to fixed interest of A rated bond of ~7% (after SWAP forex

hedge), and $100M issued bond with 5 years duration, the total saving is about $25M

 Q: What are the expenses involved (lawyers, accountants, consultants, underwriters etc.)?

 A: Total fees are estimated to be about 4%-5% of the total amount raised (mostly based on success), or an equivalent of about 0.5% annually

for the term of the bond

 Q: What are the tax implications in Israel arising from such a transaction?

 A: Assuming that the new company is an offshore one, tax implications in Israel are negligible and related only to withholding tax

 Q: What kind of regulatory obligations such a transaction creates for the issuer?

 A: The foreign issuer is subject to the ISA (Israeli securities authority) and its regulations, but not to the Israeli companies law;

In addition, if the issuer is a foreign public company, it usually does not have to report under Israeli law



Benchmark



Recent bond issuances by US real estate companies

Moinian LimitedExtell Limited*
Related 

Commercial
GFI Real EstateAll Year Holdings

Lightstone
Enterprises

Spencer Equity 
Group

505960465163227557269Equity (USD mil.)

ilAa3
Moody’s

ilA2
Moody’s

ilA+
S&P

ilA-
S&P

ilA2
Moody’s

ilA1
Moody’s

ilA+
S&P

ilA2
Moody’s

ilA
S&P

Local Rating at Issuance

Ba1Ba3B+ to BB+B- to BB-Ba3Ba2
B+ to 
BB+

Ba3B to BBInternational Rating

May 2015April 2015March 2015March 2015December 2014December 2014
November 2014, 
November 2015

Issuance Date

3611512125610012075Bond Size (USD mil.)

4.20%6.00%5.10%7.75%5.85%6.05%6.90%Interest

NISNISNISNISUSDNISNISLinkage

4.475.034.604.165.005.304.89Duration at Issuance

3.36%7.03%4.01%7.36%6.83%4.21%4.47%Yield (03/02/2016)

* 2014-2015 Extell Limited issued two bond series, amounting to NIS 1,545M



UrbanCorp
Brookland
Upreal***

Klein 
International

Group

Strawberry Fields 
REIT

CooperlineZarasai Group**The Leser Group*

6021104139317551263Equity (USD mil.)

ilA3
Moody’s

ilBBB+
S&P

ilA3
Moody’s

ilA
S&P

ilA
S&P

ilAa3
Moody’s

ilAA-
S&P

ilA
S&P

Local Rating at 
Issuance

B1B+B1B to BBB to BB
Ba1 to 
Baa3

BB- to 
BBB-

B to BBInternational Rating

December 2015December 2015November 2015November 2015October 2015
January 2014, 

June 2015
May 2015Issuance Date

471953688517071Bond Size (USD mil.)

8.15%8.85%6.40%6.40%6.00%5.05%6.90%Interest

NISNISNISNISNISNISNISLinkage

2.904.103.806.703.305.136.20Duration at Issuance

7.06%9.34%5.50%5.56%4.73%2.90%6.28%Yield (03/02/2016)

Recent bond issuances by US real estate companies

* 2008-2015 The Leser Group issued five bond series, amounting to NIS 825M
**   2013-2015 The Zarasai Group issued two bond series, amounting to NIS 1,040M
*** 2014-2015 Brookland Upreal issued two bond series, amounting to NIS 193M



The Service



 Ongoing management, support and advice throughout the entire process, including:

• Assisting and advising in formulating an appropriate local underwriting consortium

• Assisting and advising in choosing local qualified accountants and lawyers

• Managing, advising and assisting the process of writing the prospectus

• Leading and managing the credit rating process in front of the chosen local credit rating agency

• Close accompaniment throughout the Road Show, including during marketing meetings with potential institutional investors

• Initiating and attending one on one follow-up meetings with each potential investors’ analysis team, in order to explain the company’s

activity and financials, as well as the advisability of the deal

• Advising and assisting in all decision making points during the issuance

 Designing the debt instrument which will best suit the issuer’s needs, while still being desirable to local investors

 Preparing road show materials, including:

• An intelligent presentation which will best describe and explain, inter-alia, the company’s activity, its achievements and strategy & plans for coming years

• Supporting working papers and additional marketing materials as will be required during the Road Show
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The proposed service



Initial steps
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Estimated timetable for the process

 Sign an NDA agreement

 Provide initial concise information regarding potential BVI portfolio

 Preparation of an indicative proforma report for potential BVI portfolio

 Based on the proforma report, formulate a basic term-sheet for the potential transaction

Road ShowPreparation of IFRS financial statementsPrepare indicative proforma

Credit rating processAsset valuations

Finalize legal proceduresPreparation of prospectus and discussions with the Securities AuthorityTerm Sheet

Month VMonth IVMonth IIIMonth IIMonth I



Thank You




